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ABSTRACT
The widespread use of the Internet makes software piracy
and unauthorized modification easier and more frequent.
Among the many techniques developed for protecting soft-
ware copyrights is software watermarking which embeds se-
cret messages into software to identify its owners and devel-
opers. While digital watermarking for media such as video,
audio, and text is a popular research field, software water-
marking is still a relatively new scientific area. The key con-
cepts in software watermarking are informal; some are even
confusing. Formalizing these fundamental terms would fa-
cilitate the research in this field. In this paper, we formally
define the following concepts involved in embedding water-
marks into and extracting watermarks from a program in
software watermarking: embedding, set of candidate water-
marks, representative set, representative degree, extracting,
extractability, blindly extractability, and representative ex-
tracting.

Through the concepts of the representative sets and the
representative degree of an embedding algorithm and a pro-
gram, we characterize the intrinsic property of an extractable
embedding algorithm for software watermarking. Further-
more, the concept of the representative extracting algorithm
is used to show the best thing we can get for a general soft-
ware watermarking embedding algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of software industries, the

protection of intellectual property of software from piracy
takes on greater importance both in computer business and
academia. Software watermarking is an approach that em-
beds a message into software to claim its ownership [2, 3, 5].
It is an effective mechanism to protect the intellectual prop-
erty of software developers. For more details about software
watermarking and related techniques, please refer to [5, 23,
25, 26].

Though several excellent algorithms are available in liter-
atures [1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22], soft-
ware watermarking is still a relatively new research field,
and some of the core concepts are informal, even confus-
ing. The formalization of them will benefit researchers in
this area and facilitate the progress in it. In this paper, we
focus on one important concept in software watermarking -
extraction of a watermark embedded in software. From the
discussion of these terms related to this concept, we can see
more clearly the problems to be solved in a good software
watermarking system.

This paper is organized as follows. After this introduc-
tion is Section 2 which presents a concise literature review of
this research field. Section 3 defines the concepts of embed-
ding, the set of candidate watermarks, representative sets
and the representative degree. While embedding is the ba-
sic concept in software watermarking, the set of candidate
watermarks denotes all watermarks that an embedding al-
gorithm can actually insert into a program. The represen-
tative sets and the representative degree characterize ex-
tractability of software watermarking, an intrinsic property
of an embedding algorithm. In Section 4, we define the con-
cepts of extracting, extractability, blind extractability, and
informed extractability. Section 5 presents the concepts of
representative extracting, which establishes the relationship
between the extractable and the representative extractable
embedding algorithms. The representative extracting con-
cept contains the important property of a general embedding
algorithm. Section 6 has the summary our paper.
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2. OVERVIEW
The concepts of software watermarking abound in the re-

search literature [2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 17, 21]. Early detailed
definitions of software watermarking concepts appear in the
papers [2, 3]. They have descriptions of concepts such as
attack types, static watermarks and dynamic watermarks,
stealth, resilience, data rate. Authors of those papers cate-
gorize dynamic watermarking techniques into three classes:
Easter egg watermarks, data structure watermarks, and ex-
ecution trace watermarks.

The authors of paper [17] introduce four terms in software
watermarking from a functional view: authorship mark, fin-
gerprinting mark, validation mark, and licensing mark. They
also defines several other concepts such as visible and invis-
ible watermarks, robust and fragile watermarks. The pa-
per [21] provides extensive concepts such as static water-
marks and dynamic watermarks. Embedding and extracting
are more formally defined in paper [4] as the encoding func-
tion and exposition function, respectively. Authors of this
paper also considers multiple watermarks in a program. In
our papers we regard them as parts of a whole watermark.

Our paper contributes to the field by defining (1) the set
of candidate watermarks which includes all watermarks that
can be actually embedded into a program by a certain em-
bedding algorithm; (2) defining representative sets and the
representative degree which characterize an extractable em-
bedding algorithm; and (3) defining the representative ex-
tracting algorithm which shows what is possible for a general
embedding algorithm.

3. EMBEDDING
A software watermarking system should do at least two

basic things. Firstly, it can embed a watermark into soft-
ware. Secondly, it can extract all bits of the watermark
inserted by itself, or it can judge the existence of the water-
mark embedded by this system. In this section, we discuss
the problem of embedding all bits of a watermark into soft-
ware.

Definition 1. (Watermark) A watermark is a message
of bits of 0 and 1 with a finite length ≥ 0. The watermark
with length 0 is called an empty watermark and it is denoted
by ε. The length of a watermark W is denoted as len(W ).

We denote the set of watermarks as W. Precisely, W
= {0, 1}∞.

Concatenation of two watermarks. Let U = u1u2 . . . um, V =
v1v2 . . . vn ∈ W; the concatenation of U and V is a new wa-
termark W = u1u2 . . . umv1v2 . . . vn where we add all bits of
V after U . U is a prefix of W and V is a suffix of W .

For a finite set S, the cardinal number of S is denoted as
|S|. For an infinite set S, |S| = ∞.

Definition 2. (Embedding) Let P denote the set of pro-
grams and W the set of watermarks. We call a function
A : P ×W → P a watermark embedding algorithm, or, for
sake of simplicity, an embedding algorithm, or an embedder.

If P ′ = A(P,W ) for a P ∈ P and a W ∈ W, P ′ is called
a watermarked program. We also call the program P ∈ P an
original program corresponding to the watermarked program
P ′.

Example 1. (The trivial embedder Triv) Define the em-
bedder Triv : P ×W → P as follows

∀P ∈ P and W ∈ W, Triv(P, W ) = P

This embedder is called the trivial embedder.

Definition 3. (Normal Embedding) If A(P, ε) = P , the
embedder A is called normal.

Example 2. The trivial embedder is normal.

The following example involves the QP algorithm which
watermarks software through register allocation by coloring
the interference graph of this software. It is an important
background and example in our paper. To describe the QP
algorithm well, we need the following terms and notations.

K-colorable: We say a graph G = (V (G), E(G)) is k-
colorable if it has an ancillary coloring function C : V →
{1, 2, ..., k} with the following properties.

∀(u, v) ∈ E(G) =⇒ C(u) �= C(v)

Cyclic mod n ordering: We use “<i” to denote the cyclic
mod n ordering relation for a fixed i, such that i <i (i+1) <i

. . . <i n <i 1 <i · · · <i i − 1. Where there is no confusion
over the value of i, we omit the subscript in <i.

Potential watermark vertices [18, 19]: For a vertex vi of
a graph G with |V | = n, we say vi1 ∈ V and vi2 ∈ V
are the potential watermark vertices with respect to vi if
i <i i1 <i i2; (vi, vi1) /∈ E; (vi, vi2) /∈ E; ∀j : i <i j <i i1,
(vi, vj) ∈ E; and ∀j : i1 <i j <i i2, (vi, vj) ∈ E.

PW and PWV: For every vertex vi ∈ G, we define a pred-
icate PW(vi, G). If there exist two potential watermark ver-
tices with respect to vi, the value of PW(vi, G) = TRUE.
Otherwise PW(vi, G) = FALSE.

When PW(vi, G) = TRUE, the potential watermark ver-
tices with respect to vi are denoted as PWV(vi, G, 1) = vi1

and PWV(vi, G, 2) = vi2 . When PW(vi, G) = FALSE, the
values of PWV(vi, G, 1) and PWV(vi, G, 2) are undefined.

Example 3. The QP embedding algorithm [18, 19] in
Fig. 1 is normal.

Input: An unwatermarked graph G with n = |V | and
An unbounded series of message bits:
W = w1w2 . . . wm

Output: A watermarked graph G′.
Algorithm:
G′ = G;
j = 1;
if m > n // not all bits of W inserted in G

return G
for each i from 1 to n

if j > m // all bits of W already inserted in G
return G′

if PW(vi, G′)
G′ = G′ + (vi,PWV(vi, G′, wi + 1));
j++;

if m > j // not all bits of W inserted in G
return G

else

return G′

Figure 1: A clarified version of the QP algorithm

Definition 4. (Set of Candidate Watermarks) A water-
mark W ∈ W is called a candidate watermark with respect
to a program P and an embedder A if A(P, W ) �= P .

All candidate watermarks constitute the set of candidate
watermarks of the program P and the embedder A. This set
is denoted as Candidate(P, A).
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The set of candidate watermarks of a program P and an
embedder are all watermarks that can actually be inserted
into P by A. Embedding other watermarks into P will not
change the original program.

Example 4. (Set of candidate watermarks) Let A be the
QP algorithm in Fig. 1 and P be a program with the inter-
ference graph having 4 vertices v1, v2, v3, v4 and two edges
(v1, v3), (v2, v4). Then, the set of candidate watermarks of A
and P is {0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, 010, 011, 110, 111}. The in-
terference graphs of original program and the watermarked
programs are in Fig. 2. We can see from Fig. 2 that the
interference graph for the watermarked program after a wa-
termark 010 inserted is the same as that after a watermark
111 inserted. For this reason, a watermark embedded by the
QP algorithm can not be extracted reliably.
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Figure 2: The interference graphs of the original and
the watermarked programs

Example 5. (The set of candidate watermarks of the triv-
ial embedder is empty.) ∀P ∈ P, Candidate(P, Triv)=φ.
The trivial embedder is the only embedder A such that ∀P ∈
P, Candidate(G, A) = φ.

For most embedding algorithms of software watermark-
ing, any watermark can be inserted into a program, but,
some, especially the QP algorithm, can embed only a lim-
ited numbers of watermarks. Without defining the set of
candidate watermarks, the following confusing will occur.

In paper [13], Le and Desmedt develop a destroy algo-
rithm to attack the QP embedding algorithm. The main
result about this destroy algorithm is as follows (Theorem 2
in [13]).

Let C′′ be the output of the destroy algorithm proposed
in [13] on input (G, C′), where C′ is the output of the QP
embedding algorithm [18, 19] on input graph G. Then the
verification algorithm [13] will always output yes on input
(G, C′′, M) for arbitrary signature M.

We must solve the contradiction between the arbitrary M
in Theorem 2 in [13] and that, for a graph with n vertices,
the QP algorithm can insert at most only n bits of a mes-
sage into such a graph. The concept of “Set of candidate
watermarks” is one of a set with all watermarks embed-
dable into a program by a certain software watermarking
embedding algorithm. If, for example, only a part of a wa-
termark W = UV with len(V ) > 0, U , can be inserted into
a program, we would think we embed U instead W into this
program.

Definition 5. (Finite Embedding) An embedder A : P×
W → P is called a finite embedder if, for every program P
and embedder A, the set of candidate watermarks of P and
A is finite.

Example 6. The QP algorithm in Fig. 1 and the trivial
embedder are finite.

Definition 6. (Representative Sets) Let A be an embed-
der. For a program P , A(P, W ) = A(P, W ′), W, W ′ ∈ W is
an equivalent relation in the set of candidate watermarks of
P and A. Every equivalent class is called a representative
set of the embedder A and the program P .

All watermarks in a representative set of an embedder A
and a program P have the same effect on program P - they
generate the same watermarked program by the embedder
A.

Property 1. If A is a normal embedder, then, for any
program P , the watermark ε does not belong to the set of
candidate watermarks of A and P .

Definition 7. (Representative Degree) The maximal car-
dinal number of the representative sets of an embedder A and
a program P is called the representative degree of the embed-
der A and the program P and is denoted as Repdegree(P, A).

The concept of the representative degree is used to judge
the effectiveness of an embedder A. The smaller it is, the
better the A is.

Example 7. (Representative sets and degree) A and P
is as in Example 4. The representative sets of A and P are
{0}, {1}, {00}, {01}, {10}, {11}, {011}, {110}, {010,111}.
So, Repdegree(P, A) = 2.

4. EXTRACTING ALGORITHM AND
EXTRACTABILITY

Definition 8. (Extracting) Let A be an embedder; a func-
tion X : P×P → W is called an extracting algorithm corre-
sponding to the embedder A if X has the following property:
∀P, P ′ ∈ P,

X(P ′, P ) = W , if W ∈ Candidate(P, A) and P ′ = A(P, W ).
X(P ′, P ) = ε, otherwise.

Property 2. (Normality of Extracting Algorithms) Let
A be an embedder; an extracting algorithm corresponding to
the embedder A is normal in the sense that X(P, P ) = ε.
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Proof. By the definition, if ε ∈ Candidate(P, A), then
P �= A(P, W ), so X(P,P ) = ε.

If ε /∈ Candidate(P, A), then X(P,P ) = ε by the defini-
tion.

Definition 9. (Extractability) We say watermarks em-
bedded by an embedding algorithm A are extractable if there
exists an extracting algorithm corresponding to the embed-
ding algorithm A. We also say X demonstrates that the
embedding algorithm A is extractable, or more simply, that
A is extractable.

Theorem 1. Let A be an embedder. If A is extractable,
then, for any program P , any representative set of P and A
has only one element. Especially, Repdegree(P, A) = 1.

On the other hand, if, for any program P , Repdegree(P, A) =
1, then A is extractable

Proof. The proof of the first part of this theorem is evident
from the definitions. Therefore we prove only the second
part of this theorem.

An extracting algorithm corresponding to the embedding
algorithm A is defined as follows. ∀P ′, P ∈ P ,

X(P ′, P ) = W if there is a w ∈ Candidate(P, A) such
that P ′ = A(P,W ).

X(P ′, P ) = ε, otherwise.
If the representative degree of any program and A is 1,

the above function X : P × P → W is well-defined. It
is an extracting algorithm corresponding to the embedding
algorithm A.

Example 8. (The QP embedding algorithm in Fig. 1 is
not extractable.) From Example 7 and Theorem 1, The QP
algorithm is not extractable.

Example 9. (The QPI embedding algorithm [24] in Fig. 3
is extractable.) Because the QP algorithm is not extractable,
we develop an improvement on the QP algorithm, the QPI
algorithm.

The extracting algorithm [24] corresponding to the QPI
embedding algorithm is in Fig. 4.

Input: an original graph G(V, E) with n = |V |
a message to be embedded into the G(V, E):
W = w1w2 . . . wm

Output: a watermarked graph G′ with message W embedded

in it
Algorithm:
copy G(V, E) to G′(V ′, E′)
add two vertices vn+1, vn+2 to V ′

j = 1;
if m > n // not all bits of W inserted in G

return G
for each i from 1 to n

if j > m // all bits of W already inserted in G
return G′

if PW(vi, G′)
G′ = G′ + (vi,PWV(vi, G′, wi + 1));
j++;

if m > j // not all bits of W inserted in G
return G

return G′

Figure 3: The QPI Embedding Algorithm

Definition 10. (Blind and Informed Extractability) For
an embedding algorithm A : P × W → P, if there exists a

Input: the original graph G(V, E) with n = |V |
the watermarked graph G(V ′, E′)

Output: the message W embedded in the watermarked graph

G(V ′, E′)
Algorithm:
add two vertices vn+1, vn+2 to V
If G is not a subgraph of G′

return W = φ
j = 0
BITFINISHED = FALSE
for each i from 1 to n

if PW(vi, G′)
if (vi, vi1) ∈ E′

if BITFINISHED == TRUE
return W = φ

j++
wj = 0
G = G + (vi, PWV(vi, G, wj + 1));

else if (vi, vi2) ∈ E′

if BITFINISHED == TRUE
return W = φ

j++

wj = 1
G = G + (vi, PWV(vi, G, wj + 1))

else // all possible bits extracted
BITFINISHED = TRUE

else if vi is connected to all other vertices in G′ but

not connected to all other vertices in G.
return W = φ

return the message W = w1w2 . . . wj

Figure 4: The QPI Extraction Algorithm

function Y : P → W having the following properties: ∀P ′ ∈
P,

Y (P ′) = W , if P ′ = A(P,W ) for a P ∈ P and a W ∈
Candidate(P, A).

Y (P ′) = ε, otherwise
then we say that watermarks embedded in programs of P

using an embedding algorithm A : P ×W → P are blindly
extractable. Such an X is called a blind extractor for em-
bedder A. If there exists a blind extractor X for an embedder
A, we say A is blindly extractable.

It is easy to construct an extractor X : P ×P → W from
a blind extractor Y by defining

X(P ′, P ) = Y (P ′) if Y (P ′) �= ε and P ′ = A(P,Y (P ′)).
X(P ′, P ) = ε otherwise.
Thus “blindly extractable” implies “extractable”.
If there is no blind extractor for an embedder A, but there

is an extracting algorithm corresponding to A, A is called an
informed embedder, and X is called an informed extractor
for A. The combination (A,X) is called a informed water-
mark extraction system, when X is an informed extractor
for A.

Note: In the above definitions, an informed embedder can-
not be a blind embedder, and vice versa.

In the following, we present two examples for blind ex-
tractability.

Example 10. (The QPI embedding algorithm in Fig. 3 is
not blindly extractable)

Example 11. (A blindly extractable embedding algorithm)
An embedder A is defined as follows:

For any program P , if W = 101, A(P, W ) is P plus an
extra variable declaration. Otherwise, A(P,W ) = P . A is
blindly extractable. In fact, we have an extracting algorithm
X corresponding to A as follows:
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For any P ′ ∈ P, if P ′ has at least one variable declaration,
X(P ′) = 101. Otherwise, X(P ′) = ε.

5. REPRESENTATIVE EXTRACTING

Definition 11. (Representative Extracting) Let A be an
embedder; a function X : P × P → W is called a represen-
tative extracting algorithm corresponding to the embedder A
if it has the following property:

∀W ∈ W and ∀P ∈ P,
X(A(P,X(A(P,W ), P )), P ) = X(A(P,W ), P ).

The background for the representative extracting algorithms
is as follows. For some embedding algorithm A, for example,
we may get a same watermarked program P ′ after inserting
any watermark in {101, 1110, 0010} by A into program P .
As a representative extracting algorithm X corresponding to
the embedder A, X(P ′, P ) should be one of the watermarks
in {101, 1110, 0010}. In the current software watermarking
algorithms available, this phenomenon appears in the QP
algorithm.

Theorem 2. If X is an extracting algorithm correspond-
ing to an embedder A, then X is also a representative ex-
tracting algorithm corresponding to A.

Theorem 3. (Characteristic of representative sets of a
representative extracting algorithm) Let A be an embedder.
If X is a representative extracting algorithm corresponding
to A, then, for any program P and any representative water-
mark set R = {. . . , W, . . .} of P and A, X(A(P,W ), P ) ∈ R.

Theorem 4. For every embedder A, there exists a repre-
sentative extracting algorithm corresponding to A.

Proof. For an embedder A, a corresponding representative
extracting algorithm X can be defined as follows:

∀P,P ′ ∈ P ,
X(P,P ′) = W , if ∃W ∈ Candidate(P, A) such that A(P,W )

= P ′;
X(P,P ′) = φ, otherwise.
It is easy to see X is a representative extracting algorithm

corresponding to A.
From Theorem 4, we have the following concept.

Definition 12. (Proper Representative Extractable) Let
A be an embedder; it is called proper representative extractable
if it is not extractable.

Theorem 5. An embedder A is proper representative ex-
tractable if and only if there exists a program P such that
Repdegree(P, A) > 1 .

Example 12. (A representative extracting algorithm cor-
responding to the QP algorithm in Fig. 1) The algorithm in
Fig. 5 is a representative extracting algorithm corresponding
to the QP embedding algorithm. The extracting algorithm
outlined in [18] is really not an extracting algorithm but a
representative extracting algorithm. For the same program
in Example 4, if 010 is inserted, this representative extract-
ing algorithm will get 010, but, if 111 is inserted, this rep-
resentative extracting algorithm will get 010, not 111.

Generally, we can develop several other representative ex-
tracting algorithms for a proper representative extractable

Input: an unwatermarked graph G(V, E) with n = |V |
a watermarked graph G′

Output: a message W embedded in G′

Algorithm:
j=0
BITFINISHED = FALSE
for each i from 1 to n

if PW(vi, G)
G = G + (vi, PWV(vi, G, wi + 1));
if (vi, vi1) ∈ G′

if BITFINISHED == TRUE

return W = φ
j++
wj = 0

else if (vi, vi2) ∈ G′

if BITFINISHED == TRUE
return W = φ

j++
wj = 1

else // all bits extracted

BITFINISHED = TRUE

else if vi is connected to all other vertices in G′ but
not connected to all other vertices in G.

return W = φ
return W = w1w2 . . . wj

Figure 5: A representative extracting algorithm for
QP algorithm

embedder. For example, another representative extracting
algorithm for the QP algorithm is in Fig. 6. For the same
program in Example 4, if 010 is inserted, this representa-
tive extracting algorithm will get 111, not 010, but, if 111
is inserted, this representative extracting algorithm will get
111.

Example 13. (The QP algorithm in Fig. 1 is proper rep-
resentative extractable) Example 8 shows the QP algorithm
is not extractable and Example 12 shows the existence of a
representative extracting algorithm corresponding to the QP
algorithm, so the QP algorithm is proper representative ex-
tractable.

Definition 13. (Informed and Blind Representative Ex-
tracting) Let A be an embedder; if function Y : P → W
satisfies

∀W ∈ W and ∀P ∈ P,
Y (A(P,Y (A(P,W )))) = Y (A(P,W )).

then Y is called a blind representative extracting algorithm
corresponding to the embedding algorithm A.

A representative extracting algorithm corresponding to the
embedding algorithm A but is not a blind representative ex-
tracting algorithm corresponding to the embedding algorithm
A is called an informed representative extracting algorithm
corresponding to the embedding algorithm A.

Definition 14. (Blindly Representative Extractable) Let
A be an embedder; if there is a blind representative extract-
ing algorithm corresponding to the embedding algorithm A,
we say watermarks embedded by algorithm A are blindly rep-
resentative extractable, or, simply, A blindly representative
extractable. The combination (A, X) is called a blind rep-
resentative watermark extraction system.

Theorem 6. If an embedding algorithm A is blindly ex-
tractable, then it is also blindly representative extractable.
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Input: an unwatermarked graph G(V, E) with n = |V |
a watermarked graph G′

Output: a message W embedded in G′

Algorithm:
If G is not a subgraph of G′

return W = φ
j=0
BITFINISHED = FALSE

for each i from 1 to n
if PW(vi, G)

G = G + (vi, PWV(vi, G, wi + 1));
if (vi, vi2) ∈ G′

if BITFINISHED == TRUE
return W = φ

j++
wj = 1

else if (vi, vi1) ∈ G′

if BITFINISHED == TRUE
return W = φ

j++
wj = 0

else // all bits extracted
BITFINISHED = TRUE

else if vi is connected to all other vertices in G′ but
not connected to all other vertices in G.

return W = φ
return W = w1w2 . . . wj

Figure 6: Another representative extracting algo-
rithm for QP algorithm

Theorem 7. If an embedding algorithm is proper repre-
sentative extractable, then the representative degree of some
program and A is greater than 1.

Example 14. (The QP algorithm in Fig. 1 is not blindly
representative extractable)

Example 15. (A blindly representative extractable em-
bedder) An embedder A is defined as follows:

For any program P , if W = 101 or if W = 110, A(P, W ) is
P plus an extra variable declaration. Otherwise, A(P,W ) =
P . A is blindly extractable. In fact, we have a blind extract-
ing algorithm Y corresponding to A as follows.

For any P ′ ∈ P, if P ′ has at least one variable declaration,
Y (P ′) = 101. Otherwise, Y (P ′) = ε.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Algorithmic design, even with an adequate formal state-

ment of the problem to be solved, is an art, not a science.
Without a precise statement of the problem, we cannot hope
to prove the correctness of any algorithm, and indeed we
may have difficulty even explaining what the algorithm is
intended to do.

When we started this research project, we thought that
it would be a simple matter to prove the QP algorithm ei-
ther correct or incorrect. However we could not do this until
we devised appropriate definitions for two basic problems in
watermarking: recognition and extraction. None of our ini-
tial, intuitively-formed, problem definitions were sufficient
to support a careful analysis of the QP algorithm; and we
found little support for a careful analysis in the published
literature. However we did succeed in devising a serviceable
set of definitions, allowing us to complete a careful analysis
of the QP algorithm and its variants. In the process we dis-
covered some subtle bugs and algorithmic issues. Our major
findings are summarized very briefly below.

We use the concepts of representative sets and represen-
tative degree to characterize the extractable embedding al-
gorithm. We define the concept of the representative ex-
tracting algorithm to show the intrinsic property of a gen-
eral embedding algorithm. We also define the blindly ex-
tractable embedding algorithm and informedly extractable
embedding algorithm, as well as the blindly representative
embedding algorithm and informedly representative embed-
ding algorithm. This is the first appearance of the concepts
of the set of candidate watermarks, the representative sets,
the representative degree, and the representative extract-
ing algorithm are first appeared in published literature. In-
formed and blind extractability are also introduced in this
paper.

The recognition of watermarks in software is another im-
portant work for our next paper.
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